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Abstract. Heinrich-type ice-sheet surges are one of the dominant signals of glacial climate variability. They are characterised as

abrupt, quasi-periodic episodes of ice-sheet instabilities during which large amounts of ice are discharged from ice sheets into

the ocean. The occurence of ice-sheet surges strongly influences the global climate evolution by altering the ocean circulation

through the addition of freshwater and the atmospheric circulation through changes in ice-sheet height. The mechanisms

controlling the timing and occurence of Heinrich-type ice-sheet surges remain poorly constrained to this day. Here, we use a5

coupled ice sheet-solid earth model to identify and quantify the importance of boundary forcing for the surge cycle length of

Heinrich-type ice-sheet surges for two prominent ice streams of the Laurentide ice sheet - the land-terminating Mackenzie ice

stream and the marine-terminating Hudson ice stream. We show that surface mass balance perturbations have the largest effect

on the surge cycle length. Pertubations to the ice surface temperature and geothermal heatflux also influence the surge cycle

length, but to a lesser degree. Ocean and sea-level forcing as well as different frequencies of the same forcing have a negligible10

effect on the surge cycle length. The simulations also highlight that only a certain parameter space exists under which ice-sheet

oscillations can be maintained. Transitioning from an oscillatory state to a persistent ice streaming state, can result in an ice

volume loss of up to 26% for the respective ice stream drainage basin under otherwise constant climate conditions. We show

that Mackenzie ice stream is susceptible to undergoing such a transition in response to all tested positive climate perturbations.

This underlines the potential of the Mackenzie region to have contributed to prominent abrupt climate change events of the last15

deglaciation.

1 Introduction

Heinrich-type ice-sheet surges (Heinrich, 1988, henceforth: surges or ice-sheet surges) are among the most dominant signals

of glacial climate variability. Many hypotheses on what initiates such events have been proposed over the last decades (e.g.

MacAyeal, 1993; Hulbe et al., 2004; Álvarez-Solas et al., 2011; Bassis et al., 2017). Early theories suggest that the surges20

are a result of internal ice-sheet oscillations that follow a two-stage pattern in which the ice sheet builds up (binge phase)

and subsequently surges (purge phase, MacAyeal (1993)). However, this mechanism has been questioned because most of the

documented ice-sheet surges fall into the cold stadials of Dansgaard-Oeschger (DO) cycles (Bond et al., 1993), indicating

that a common climatic trigger exists. In the first ice-sheet surge simulation of Hudson ice stream with a 3D ice-sheet model,
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Calov et al. (2002) reproduced ice-sheet surges during cold DO stadials by applying a weak sliding peturbation with a 1,50025

year period to a small region at the snout of the Hudson ice stream. This implicated the ocean as potential trigger of ice sheet

surges that has been supported by proxy data showing an ocean warming signal prior to surge events (Marcott et al., 2011).

As a result, varying hypotheses identifying the ocean as the key driver for triggering ice-sheet surges have been proposed (e.g.

Álvarez-Solas et al., 2011; Marcott et al., 2011; Bassis et al., 2017). Some studies suggest that the increase in ocean tempera-

tures at the ice-ocean interface may have caused the disintegration of a large ice shelf between the Laurentide and Greenland30

ice sheet (e.g Hulbe et al., 2004; Alvarez-Solas et al., 2013). The sudden removal of the stabilising ice shelf initiates the surge

similar to the recent collapse of Larsen B ice shelf and the subsequent speed-up observed of the ice streams in the Antarctic

Peninsula region (e.g. Rignot et al., 2004). While this could explain the timing of the surge events during the cold stadials,

there is a lack of evidence about the existence of an ice shelf in the reconstructions prior to several recorded surge events (e.g.

de Vernal et al., 2000). More recent theories propose that warm water intrusions onto the continental shelf in combination35

with a retrograde sloping subglacial topography trigger widespread ice-sheet retreat (Bassis et al., 2017). Subsequent glacial

isostatic uplift cuts off the passage of the warm ocean water onto the continental shelf, leading to a re-advance of the ice sheet.

The recent observed widespread retreat of tidewater glacier in Greenland has also been attributed to the intrusion of warm

ocean waters into the fjords (e.g. Straneo and Heimbach, 2013; Murray et al., 2015). Until now, the Ice-Sheet Model Intercom-

parison Project–Heinrich Event INtercOmparison (ISMIP HEINO) has provided the only attempt to investigate the sensitivity40

of ice-sheet surges to different boundary forcing perturbations (Calov et al., 2010), showing that the surge behaviour with an

idealised ice sheet is highly model and parameter dependent.

In addition to their importance for ice-sheet dynamics, ice-sheet surges of the Hudson ice stream also have a notable effect on

the evolution of the global climate as shown by proxy data (e.g. Bond et al., 1993; Broecker, 1994; de Vernal et al., 2000) as

well as coupled climate simulations (e.g. Roberts et al., 2014; Ziemen et al., 2019). In the model simulations, the associated45

climate response follows a two-stage pattern. During the surge, the freshwater discharge into the ocean leads to a strong cooling

and reduction of ocean heat release over the North Atlantic (Ziemen et al., 2019). The freshening of the ocean leads to reduced

North Atlantic deepwater formation and thus a weakening of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). After

the termination of the surge, the reduced surface elevation of the ice sheet dominates changes in the atmospheric circulation. A

lower Laurentide ice sheet results in a northward shift of the jet stream that reduces the northward transport of warm subtropical50

water to high latitudes, where it leads to a cooling (Ziemen et al., 2019). The timing and location of the freshwater input also

bears significance for the ocean and climate response as shown by several freshwater perturbation experiments (Maier-Reimer

and Mikolajewicz, 1989; Schiller et al., 1997; Stouffer et al., 2006; Smith and Gregory, 2009; Lohmann et al., 2020). A di-

rect link between freshwater input from ice-sheet surges and abrupt climate change events (e.g. Meltwater Pulse 1a, Younger

Dryas cold period) during the last deglaciation has been indicated by several studies (Maier-Reimer and Mikolajewicz, 1989;55

Broecker et al., 1989; Tarasov and Peltier, 2005; Condron and Winsor, 2012; Lin et al., 2021).

In this study, the key objective is to identify important external forcings and boundary conditions and quantify their effect on

the timing and frequency of ice-sheet surges. We use an ensemble of coupled ice sheet-solid earth simulations and focus our

simulations on two regions of the Laurentide ice sheet - the land-terminating Mackenzie ice stream and the marine-terminating
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Hudson ice stream (Fig. 1). To address these questions, we perform three different types of experiments. The first category60

investigates the response of time-invariant anomaly peturbations to the surface mass balance (SMB), geothermal heatflux, ice

surface temperature, and sea-level on the surge characteristics. The second category studies the effect of different frequency

forcing of the SMB and glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) on the surge characteristics in comparison to time-invariant forcing.

The third type of experiment investigates the interactions between the different surge areas by artificially suppressing surging

in one of the surge regions. Our experiments are similar in spirit to Calov et al. (2010), but we extend their study by using65

a coupled ice sheet-solid earth model, perform a richer set of sensitivity experiments, employ a more sophisticated ice-sheet

model at higher horizontal resolution, and simulate real-world ice stream geometries in different glaciological settings.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the coupled model setup, initial state as well as how the idealised

climate forcing is generated. In section 3, we first discuss the surge behaviour of the two regions in the Ctrl simulation with

constant forcing, before we detail the differences in the surge mechanism between the land-terminating Mackenzie ice stream70

and the marine-terminating Hudson ice stream. Subsequently, the sensitivities of the ice sheet surges are presented and inter-

preted in context of the different ice stream characteristics. Finally, section 4 summarises the main findings.

2 Methods

Proxy data show that most Heinrich and DO events during the last glacial cylce occurred during Marine Isotope Stage 3 (MIS3;

North Greenland Ice Core Project members, 2004). Therefore, we use MIS3 climate conditions for our ice sheet-solid earth75

simulations. By identifying and combining three ice-sheet surge events from a MIS3 simulation with an Earth System Model

(ESM) that includes interactive ice-sheet and solid-earth components, we generate an idealised climate forcing that allows for

the explicit modelling of Heinrich-type ice-sheet surges. In the following, we describe the model setup, initial state, and the

generation of the idealised composite forcing in more detail.

2.1 Model setup and initial state80

The coupled ice sheet-solid earth model mPISM-VILMA, consisting of the modified Parallel Ice Sheet Model (mPISM, Ziemen

et al., 2014, 2019) and the global VIscoelastic Lithosphere and MAntle model (VILMA, Martinec et al., 2018) is employed for

our simulations. VILMA computes the solid-Earth deformation and the change in relative sea level caused by a redistribution

of ice and water. We use VILMA in its 1D configuration, implicitly assuming that the solid-Earth structures only vary with

depth, but are otherwise spatially homogeneous. mPISM is employed to compute the ice-sheet response. An earlier version of85

mPISM has been successfully applied in previous simulations of ice-sheet surges (e.g. Ziemen et al., 2019).

To compute ice velocities, mPISM (Ziemen et al., 2014) uses a simple addition of the Shallow Ice Approximation (SIA) and

Shallow Shelf Approximation (SSA) ice velocities. Basal melt under floating ice shelves is calculated from ocean temperature

and ocean salinity following the three-equation method of Holland and Jenkins (1999). The differences in the model setup that

go beyond changes in the base versions of MPI-ESM and PISM, and the methods employed in the coupling, are described in90

the following.
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Figure 1. Overview of northern hemispheric ice-sheet model domain, highlighting surge regions from the Laurentide ice sheet. Surge likely-

hood is calculated from the Ctrl simulation and is the percentage of time that the ice velocity in each cell exceeds 2,000 m yr−1. Dashed cyan

and purple boxes show areas used for ice volume calculations for Mackenzie and Hudson ice stream, respectively. Pink lines are flowline

locations shown in Figs. 4 and 6. Red lines show flux gates across which ice flux for the respective ice stream is calculated. Solid blue line

shows line approximately perpendicular to the drainage basin divide between Hudson and Mackenzie drainage basins. Labels B1, B2, and

B3 depict different surge branches of the Hudson ice stream.

The current version of mPISM is based on PISM version 0.7.3. As in Ziemen et al. (2014), we modified the enthalpy advection

to use the c-grid method that is also utilised for the mass advection. We also added the model fields and methods necessary

for the coupling to the other model components. For the interpolation of the SSA velocities onto the c-grid, a weighted mean

with 70% upwind and 30% downwind velocity is used. To improve the sliding behaviour necessary for the ice-sheet surges,95
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we spread 50% of the basal heating effect from the sliding in each cell over the four neighbour cells. This leads to a better

surge propagation. Following Calov et al. (2002) and Ziemen et al. (2019), basal sliding is discouraged in regions, where the

sediment thickness map of Laske and Masters (1997) is less than 0.2 m.

At the base of the ice sheet, where ice is in contact with the subglacial topography, we apply a nonlinear Weertman-type friction

law that links the basal shear stress τ b to the basal sliding velocity ub of the form:100

τ b =−τ c
ub

uq
0|ub|1−q

. (1)

where q is the basal sliding coefficient - set to 0.25 in all simulations, τ c is the yield stress determined through the Mohr-

Coulomb failure criterion, and u0 is the threshold velocity at which the basal shear stress has the same magnitude as τ c. We

set u0 to 70 m/yr for all simulations. If not stated otherwise, we apply a time and space invariant geothermal heat flux of

42 mW m−2.105

The initial state of our mPISM-VILMA simulations was taken at 36 ka from an MIS3 simulation with the Max Planck Insti-

tute for Meteorology ESM (MPI-ESM) asynchronously coupled to mPISM and VILMA. The MPI-ESM model system was

adapted for long-term simulations in comparison to the version presented in Mauritsen et al. (2019) and accounts for changes

in the land-sea mask, ocean bathymetrie (Meccia and Mikolajewicz, 2018), and river directions (Riddick et al., 2018) induced

by changes in the glacial configuration. A detailed description of the MPI-ESM setup without the interactive ice-sheet and110

solid-earth components can be found in Kapsch et al. (2021, 2022). For the MIS3 simulation, MPI-ESM was additionally cou-

pled to the solid-earth model VILMA and to a bi-hemispheric setup of mPISM, employing a 10 km resolution in the Northern

Hemisphere and a 15 km resolution in the Southern Hemisphere. The coupling between MPI-ESM and mPISM-VILMA was

performed asynchronously with an acceleration factor of 10 for the MPI-ESM component.

In the present study, we use a northern hemispheric setup of mPISM (Fig. 1) with a horizontal mesh resolution of 10 km. The115

coupling of mPISM and VILMA is performed every 100 model years and includes the exchange of the ice thickness distribu-

tion and GIA between the two models. Since VILMA is a global model, it requires a global ice thickness distribution as input.

As we focus on the Laurentide ice sheet, we keep the ice thickness distribution of all other ice sheets constant through time.

2.2 Generation of idealised climate forcing120

In order to investigate the effect of different forcing frequencies on the surge cycle, a cyclic forcing with favourable signal-

to-noise ratio is desirable. However, because of non-linear processes involved, individual Heinrich-type ice sheet surges differ

in their duration and ice-discharge evolution even under identical forcing. This introduces variability and results in an un-

favourable signal-to-noise ratio. To mitigate this problem and permit simulations of arbitrary length, we generate an idealised

forcing. For this, three different surge events are manually selected from the aforementioned MIS3 simulation with the asyn-125

chronously coupled MPI-ESM/mPISM/VILMA model system. We base the selection of characteristic surges on the Hudson

ice stream, which is the most prominent surge region of the Laurentide ice sheet. The peak discharge of the three surges is

manually matched and subsequently averaged (Fig. 2a). To create a single forcing for an individual surge cycle, we apply a si-
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nusoidal weight function to the mean forcing of the three events. The application of the weight function ensures that transitions

between individual surge cycles are smooth (Fig. 2b). Each point in the final forcing function is a linear combination of two130

points from the mean forcing. For example, the center point of the final forcing is a result of a linear combination of weights

from the center point of the mean forcing and the outermost point of the mean forcing (red points in Fig. 2a). These points are

then progressively moved closer together during which their weights become more similar until they are neighbouring points

with effectively equal weights (brown box in Fig. 2a). This process is carried out separately for the increasing and decreasing

branch of the forcing cycle. Fig. 2 presents an example of the forcing generation for a one-dimensional variable field. For135

two-dimensional forcing fields, the same process is applied for each individual grid point. This method provides a forcing

with a periodicity of 6500 years that consists of the climate feedback signal of an ice-sheet surge event and can be repeated

as many times as desired. We use this procedure for the atmospheric and ocean forcing. The atmospheric forcing consists of

3D ice surface temperature and 3D SMB fields that are interpolated onto the current ice sheet topography. Both variable fields

are calculated from atmospheric fields of the MPI-ESM/mPISM/VILMA simulation using an Energy Balance Model (EBM,140

Kapsch et al., 2021). The ice surface temperature hereby corresponds to the temperature of the lowest layer in a snow model

(Kapsch et al., 2021), restricting ice surface temperature to values below freezing. Ocean forcing contains ocean temperature

and salinity fields extracted from the ocean component of the MPI-ESM/mPISM/VILMA system.

Figure 2. (a) Construction of composite forcing from individual ice-sheet surge events of Hudson ice stream from a MIS3 simulation with

the MPI-ESM/mPISM/VILMA model system. Red dots indicate the start points for the application of the weighting function from which

the final forcing is generated. (b) shows two cycles of ice volume changes from the composite forcing after the application of the weight

function. There is a smooth transition from one forcing cycle to the next. Purple box in (a) corresponds to forcing cycles shown in (b) after

the application of the weight function.
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Table 1. List of all perturbation experiments including type and magnitude of forcing. Abbreviations stand for control (Ctrl), geothermal

heatflux (Geo), surface mass balance (Smb), ice surface temperature (St), sea level (Sl), ocean temperature (Ot), cyclic forcing (Cf), frozen

(Froz), Hudson (Hud), and Mackenzie (Mac). The - and + signs represent negative and positive perturbations.

Experiment Name Forcing type Perturbation Type of perturbation (magnitude) Experiment type

Ctrl Mean Constant forcing None 1

Geo+ Mean Higher geothermal heatflux Anomaly (+42 mW m−2) 1

Geo- Mean Lower geothermal heatflux Anomaly (-42 mW m−2) 1

Smb+ Mean SMB Anomaly (+100 kg m−2yr−1) 1

Smb- Mean SMB Anomaly (-100 kg m−2yr−1) 1

St- Mean Surface temperature Anomaly (-5°C) 1

St+ Mean Surface temperature Anomaly (+5°C) 1

Sl- Mean Sea level Anomaly (-10 m) 1

Sl+ Mean Sea level Anomaly (+10 m) 1

Ot+ Mean Higher ocean temperature Anomaly (+2°C) 1

Cf Cyclic Cyclic forcing Frequency (6500 years) 2

CfSmb+ Cyclic Higher SMB frequency Frequency (factor 2 faster) 2

CfSmb- Cyclic Lower SMB frequency Frequency (factor 2 slower) 2

CfGeo+ Cyclic Higher GIA frequency Frequency (factor 2 faster) 2

CfGeo- Cyclic Lower GIA frequency Frequency (factor 2 slower) 2

CtrlFrozHud Mean Extreme negative geothermal heatflux Anomaly (-1000 mW m−2) 3

CtrlFrozMac Mean Extreme negative geothermal heatflux Anomaly (-1000 mW m−2) 3

3 Results and discussion

In the next sections, we will present and discuss the ensemble of ice sheet-solid earth simulations (Table 1). We use the control145

experiment Ctrl as baseline experiment. Ctrl uses a constant forcing, which is derived by taking the mean forcing of the cyclic

forcing (Cf) outlined in Section 2.2. We use Ctrl to first provide an overview about the general surge behaviour of the Mackenzie

and Hudson ice stream in our simulations. Subsequently, we use the Ctrl simulation to show that Hudson and Mackenzie ice

stream exhibit a different surge initiation behaviour that is most likely caused by their distinct glaciological setting. We then

explore the impact of the magnitude and variability of the boundary forcing on the surge cycle of the two ice streams. Finally,150

we investigate whether the surge behaviour of each individual ice stream is affected by surges of the other ice stream.

3.1 Surge behaviour of Hudson and Mackenzie ice streams in the control simulation

Both ice streams exhibit periodic high ice discharge events that we identify as ice-sheet surge events. The surges are a robust

feature for most simulations presented here and have previously been shown for the Hudson ice stream in Ziemen et al. (2019).
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The surge frequency between the two regions differs significantly. The mean interval between ice-sheet surges is 4,900 years155

for the Mackenzie ice stream and 7,000 years for the Hudson ice stream (Fig. 3). This is in good agreement with proxy data

for the Hudson ice stream which suggests a periodicity between 7,000-13,000 years (Heinrich, 1988). Overall, the Hudson ice

stream exhibits larger peak discharge and the surges tend to be longer than for the Mackenzie ice stream. It is worth noting that

the two surge regions appear to oscillate independently from each other. There is little variability for Hudson beyond the big

surge events. In comparison, Mackenzie ice stream shows smaller intermittent increases in ice discharge between the major160

surge events (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Timeseries of the ice flux through the flux gates presented in Fig. 1. Peak discharges define ice-sheet surge events.

3.2 Differences in surge mechanism between Mackenzie and Hudson ice stream

All ice-sheet surges in our model setup are the result of internal ice sheet oscillation that follow a binge-purge mechanism

(MacAyeal, 1993). The basic surge mechanism is identical to the mechanism described in Calov et al. (2002). The surge

sequence is described by three main stages: the quiescent phase, the pre-surge phase, and the surge phase. However, the ini-165

tiation and propagation mechanisms differ, as the Mackenzie and Hudson ice stream differ in their glaciological setting. For

the marine-terminating Hudson ice stream, only a small region close to the terminus is at pressure melting point (warm-based)

during the quiescent phase, while the remaining parts further upstream are well below the pressure melting point (cold-based,

Fig. 4b). As the ice sheet grows and enters the pre-surge phase, the warm-based region together with the availability of water at

the base of the ice sheet expands upstream (Fig. 4e, f). When this region becomes large enough, the large ice velocity gradient170

at the bottom warm-cold boundary triggers an activation wave during which mechanical heat dissipation leads to an abrupt and
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widespread warming and lubricating of the ice stream. In about 100 years, this activation wave reaches the upper region of the

drainage basin (Fig. 5). Almost all of the Hudson ice stream surges are characterised by contributions from three different surge

branches (B1, B2, B3 in Fig. 1). The branches are almost exclusively activated in sequence, starting with branch B1 before

branches B2 and B3 surge (Fig. 5b). The next branch is activated when the previous branch ceases to exist. This is the case as175

soon as the active branch cannot draw down more ice to fuel the surge. The total surge phase lasts between 1,500-2,000 years

before the advection of cold ice from upstream leads to a shutdown of the surge.

These results indicate that the surge initiation for the marine-terminating Hudson ice stream is driven from the ice-stream front

Figure 4. The three distinct phases during a canonical surge cycle for Hudson ice stream along the flowline in Fig. 1. Left panel shows ice

sheet geometry. Middle panel shows pressure adjusted bottom temperature together with ice speed. Right panel shows thickness of basal

water layer and ∆Stress, where ∆Stress = driving stress - basal shear stress. Red vertical line in approximates grounding-line position.

and propagates upstream. This is not the case for the land-terminating Mackenzie ice stream, for which the surge is initiated

from the upper reaches and propagates downstream. This difference in surge initiation is in agreement with observations from180

present-day land and marine-terminating glaciers in Svalbard (e.g. Sevestre et al., 2018). The terminus of the Mackenzie ice

stream is well below the pressure melting point and therefore provides a barrier that has to be overcome for a surge event to

take place. During the quiescent phase, the entire ice stream is frozen to its subglacial substrate, but the upper reaches of the

ice stream are close to pressure melting point (Fig. 6b). This is likely a result of the generally warmer air temperatures for
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Figure 5. (a) Hovmoeller diagram of Hudson ice stream along the flowline (Fig. 1) during a surge event. The surface gradient captures the

rapid upstream expansion of surge activation front. Grey line shows ice stream front. (b) shows activation of different surge branches of

Hudson ice stream for the same surge event. Points for velocity sampling in (b) were manually selected. Labels in (a) refer to timing of surge

activation of different branches (B1, B2, and B3) shown in (b).

this region caused by the lee effect of the Cordilleran ice sheet. In the pre-surge phase, narrow regions within the ice stream185

cause small-scale accelerations and advances of the ice sheet (Fig. 6d, e). However, as the ice stream is not preconditioned to

surge yet, these accelerations are short-lived. Only when a large enough portion of the upstream part of the ice stream reaches

the pressure melting point and the base of the ice sheet is lubricated a full surge develops. The surges are shorter (1,000-

1,500 years) as compared to the Hudson ice stream (1,500-2,000 years). The shutdown of the surge follows the same pattern

as for the Hudson ice stream. The absence of a well defined subglacial trough in the Mackenzie drainage basin results in more190

variable locations of the Heinrich-type ice sheet surges, a behaviour that is also supported by reconstructions of Mackenzie ice

stream locations from proxy data (Margold et al., 2014). This underlines that the glaciological as well as the climatic setting

alter the surge initiation process even though the governing surge mechanism for both ice streams is identical.

3.3 Sensitivity of surge cycle to anomaly forcing195

In the following, we investigate which boundary forcing has the largest impact on the surge cycle. We test responses to per-

turbations of the SMB, ice surface temperature, geothermal heatflux, sea level, and ocean temperature. For all but the ocean

temperature forcing, a positive and negative anomaly experiment is performed (Table 1). We compare the perturbations exper-

iments to Ctrl.

In the positive (Smb+) and negative (Smb-) SMB experiments, the SMB is varied by ±100 kg m−2 yr−1. This corresponds to200

a perturbation that is ∼3 times and ∼6 times larger than the maximum SMB variation in Cf for the Mackenzie and Hudson

drainage basins, respectively (Fig. A1). While this perturbation seems large, it falls into the range of what previous studies
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Figure 6. Similar to Fig. 4 but for Mackenzie ice stream.

have used (Calov et al., 2010; Bassis et al., 2017; Feldmann and Levermann, 2017).

The SMB perturbations significantly alter the surge cycle length. For the Hudson ice stream, the surge cycle length is reduced

by∼2,600 years for Smb+ to 4,400 years and lengthened by∼5,600 years to 12,600 years for Smb-. A similar trend, albeit dif-205

ferent in magnitude, is observed in Smb- for the Mackenzie ice stream, where the surge cycle length increases by∼2,800 years

to 7,600 years (Fig. 7a, b). For Smb+, the ice-sheet oscillations in the Mackenzie region cease to exist and turn this region into

a persistent ice stream. For the Hudson ice stream, a shorter surge cycle length in Smb+ is associated with lower peak discharge

values for each event, resulting in less (∼39%) ice volume discharge. In comparison, Smb- leads to a longer surge cycle with

larger peak discharge values and an icrease in the discharged ice volume for each surge of ∼9%. The opposite is observed210

for Mackenzie ice stream, where a longer surge cycle in Smb- results in smaller peak discharge values and consequently a

reduction in discharged ice volume of ∼28% per surge.

In the geothermal heatflux perturbation simulations (Geo+, Geo-), geothermal heatflux is varied by 42 mW m−2, meaning

geothermal heatflux ranges from 0-84 mW m−2 in our perturbation simulations. This choice remains well within the spatial

variability range from geothermal heatflux maps of present-day North America (Lucazeau, 2019). Perturbations to the geother-215

mal heatflux lead to smaller changes in the average surge cycle length than SMB perturbations for both regions. For Hudson

ice stream, surge cycle length is shortened by ∼650 years to 6,350 years in Geo+ and lengthened by ∼1,300 to 8,300 years for
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Geo-. In Geo+, there is a change in the surge characteristic for Hudson ice stream with a shift towards double-peaked surges

(B1 and B3 in Fig. 1). A continued addition of heat to the system turns the Hudson ice stream eventually into a persistent ice

stream with smaller scale oscillations. The longer surge cycle length in Geo- results in larger peak discharge and discharged220

ice volume (∼15%) per surge event. For the Mackenzie area, the positive anomaly almost immediately turns this region into

a persistent ice stream, while Geo- results in an extension of the surge cycle of ∼1,400 years to 6,300 years. Here, the longer

surge cycle length is also associated with higher peak discharge values for individual surge events. However, the discharged ice

volume for each surge event remains almost unchanged, but shows high variability from surge event to surge event (Fig. 8b)

In the ice surface temperature simulations (St-, St+), ice surface temperature is varied by 5°C. This is well below what proxy

Figure 7. Similar to Fig. 3 but for Hudson (left) and Mackenzie (right) ice stream separately. The panels show response to (a,b) SMB, (c,d)

geothermal heatflux, (e,f) ice surface temperature, and (g,h) sea level perturbations.
225

data suggest as temperature variations during a DO cycle (e.g. Kindler et al., 2014). The mean response to ice surface tem-

perature perturbations is similar in magnitude to geothermal heatflux perturbations. For the Hudson ice stream, St+ results in

a decrease of the surge cycle length of ∼600 years to 6,400 years. The surge cycle length is extended by the same amount in
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St-, leading to a surge cycle length of 7,600 years. The Mackenzie ice stream again turns into a persistent ice stream for St+,

while St- results in an increase in surge cycle length of ∼1,400 years to 6,300 years, more than twice as large as the Hudson230

ice stream response (Fig. 7e, f). Large variations in peak discharge for the Mackenzie region are evident in St-, with large peak

discharge events occuring more frequent. The higher peak discharge values are associated with a mean increase in discharged

ice volume of ∼33% for each event. A similar correlation between changes in ice surface temperature and surge cycle length

was found for individual models in ISMIP HEINO, but this correlation was not robust across all participating models (Calov

et al., 2010).235

In the sea level simulations (Sl-, Sl+), sea level is changed by 10 m. This is within the range of sea-level rise estimates for

Heinrich-type ice sheet surges inferred from proxy data (e.g. Hemming, 2004) and is ∼8% of the sea-level change from the

Last Glacial Maximum to present-day (Lambeck et al., 2014). Overall, sea-level perturbations have very little bearing on the

surge cycle length (Fig. 7g, h). For Hudson ice stream, Sl- shows identical surge timing and magnitude as Ctrl. For Sl+, the

surge interval is slightly lenghtened over the first three surge cycles before the system reaches a new equilibrium and oscillates240

at the same frequency as Ctrl, but surges are shifted by about 800 years (Fig. 7g). Peak discharge and discharged ice volume

per surge remain practically unchanged in comparison to Ctrl. For Mackenzie ice stream, Sl- and Sl+ show very similar surge

behaviour to Ctrl (Fig. 7h). This is expected as Mackenzie ice stream is land-terminating and therefore should be unaffected by

changes in sea level. Mackenzie shows no change in surge cycle length, peak discharge, and discharged ice volume per surge

event. However, the timing of the surges in Sl- and Sl+ differs slightly in comparison to Ctrl (Fig. 7h). We attribute these small245

changes to the high sensitivity of the Mackenzie ice stream to any system perturbations and its more variable surge behaviour

in the absence of a well-defined subglacial trough.

In an additional simulation (Oc+), we also investigate the effect of warmer ocean temperatures for the marine-terminating

Hudson ice stream. For this, the ocean temperature is increased by 2°C in the Oc+ simulation. However, Hudson ice stream

only forms small floating ice tongues in our simulations. As a consequence, there is no change in surge cycle length for the250

Hudson ice stream to increased ocean temperatures (Fig. A2).

Of the five different boundary forcings, surge cycle length is most sensitive to changes in SMB. Ice surface temperature and

geothermal heatflux also affect the surge cycle length but to a smaller extent. However, there are differences in the response

of the two surge regions. St- shows that Mackenzie ice stream is more sensitive to changes in ice surface temperature than

the Hudson ice stream, while Hudson ice stream responds more sensitive to changes in SMB (Fig. 8). We attribute these dif-255

ferences to differences in their respective climate settings. The Hudson ice stream area is characterised by ∼8-10 °C colder

ice surface temperatures. The colder temperatures place the Hudson ice stream in a SMB regime that is dominated by accu-

mulation with no ablation area (Fig. A1). This system reacts more sensitive to changes in SMB than an ice stream where the

lower reaches experience significant amounts of ablation, as is the case for the Mackenzie ice stream. Due to very negative

(<-500 kg m−2 yr−1) ablation values for the Mackenzie region, the applied perturbations (±100 kg m−2 yr−1) are relatively260

small in comparison to the Hudson ice stream, resulting in smaller changes to the surge cycle length.

The perturbation experiments highlight that the parameter space, under which ice-sheet oscillations are possible, is different for

Mackenzie and Hudson ice stream. While Hudson ice stream only shows non-oscillatory behaviour in one of the perturbation
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Figure 8. Ice volume change over surge period for (a) Hudson ice stream and (b) Mackenzie ice stream. Ice volume change is computed by

taking the difference between maximum and minimum ice volume across each surge cycle. Ellipses show ±1 standard deviation. Sea level

perturbations are omitted because they plot on top of Ctrl experiment for both regions. Positive perturbation simulations are missing in (b)

because of an insufficient number of surges in these simulations due to the transition to a persistent ice stream.

simulations, Mackenzie ice stream enters the regime of persistent ice streaming for almost all positive perturbation simulations.

We attribute this enhanced sensitivity of Mackenzie ice stream to the warmer climate conditions in this region, which is close265

to the climatic threshold that still supports ice-sheet surges. This is corroborated by the observation that the distribution of

present-day surging glaciers also appears geographically bounded by key climatic parameters such as surface temperature and

precipitation (Sevestre and Benn, 2015). The consequences of a regime shift from oscillations to a persistent ice stream are

significant in terms of ice volume and associated sea-level rise over longer time scales (∼10,000 years). In the case of Hudson

ice stream, such a regime shift results in a volume loss of 26% over the entire simulation length in comparison to the constant270

baseline simulation (Ctrl), adding up to a total of 3.3 m sea-level equivalent (Fig. 9a). For Mackenzie ice stream, the ice volume

response is faster but smaller, primarily because its drainage basin is smaller in size and stores less ice. However, the increase

in global sea level due to a regime shift of the Mackenzie ice stream still amounts to up to 1.8 m (Fig. 9b).

The applied perturbations in the experiments are below the estimated changes that occurred during the transition from the
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Figure 9. Comparison of ice volume evolution between oscillatory and persistent ice stream regime for the (a) Hudson and (b) Mackenzie

ice stream.

Last Glacial Maximum to present-day. This indicates that the sensitivities presented in this study may have important ramifi-275

cations for the progression of the last deglaciation. As Mackenzie ice stream is more sensitive to any climate warming signal

than Hudson ice stream, it is more suceptible to have undergone the dynamical switch from an oscillatory system to a steady

streaming system during the last deglaciation. Because of this enhanced sensitivity, we argue that it is also likely that this

transition occurred in the earlier phase of the last deglaciation, potentially contributing to prominent abrupt climate change

events of the last deglaciation such as Meltwater Pulse 1A (14.5 ka, Weaver et al. (2003)) or the onset of the Younger Dryas280

cold period. A previous study already indicated the potential contribution of Mackenzie ice stream to the onset of the Younger

Dryas (Tarasov and Peltier, 2005). Possible consequences of such a dynamical switch go beyond the freshwater release into the

ocean and sea-level response. A continuous loss of ice results in a lowering of the surface topography, potentially affecting the

timing of the separation of the Laurentide and Cordilleran ice sheets, as well as changes in river directions, which can result in

a redistribution of meltwater from the Laurentide ice sheet (Kapsch et al., 2022).285

3.4 Sensitivity of the surge cycle to forcing frequency

We have investigated the surge cycle response to time invariant anomaly perturbations. Here, we study the effect of different

forcing frequencies on the surge cycle. The cyclic forcing contains the climate feedback signal of the atmosphere and ocean

component of the MPI-ESM/mPISM/VILMA model system during a surge event from the MIS3 period. The main objective is

to investigate if this type of forcing is able to influence the timing of ice-sheet surges. For this, we performed a simulation with290
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the cyclic forcing derived in Section 2.2 (Cf). We also performed additional simulations in which the frequency of the SMB

was increased by a factor of two (Cfsmb+) or decreased by a factor of two (Cfsmb-). A similar kind of frequency perturbation

was performed for the response of the glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA, Cfgeo+, Cfgeo-). In these simulations, mPISM was

run without VILMA and the GIA forcing fields from Cf were either contracted or stretched by a factor of two.

First, we compare Cf with Ctrl. Cf has a forcing frequency of 6,500 years, while Ctrl has time constant forcing. In comparison295

to the anomaly perturbation simulations, the different forcing frequencies have very little effect on the surge cycle length. For

Hudson ice stream, the surges are almost identical between the simulations. More variability is evident for the Mackenzie ice

stream, but no clear trend emerges. That Mackenzie ice stream responds more sensitive to system perturbations is in accordance

with the findings from the anomaly perturbation experiments. The cyclic climate forcing does not determine when surges occur

in our simulations. This is evident because surges do not occur, when the climate forcing suggests that a surge should occur300

(Fig. 10, right panel).

The results are similar for the simulations in which only the frequency of the SMB or GIA forcing is varied. Differences

are very small for the Hudson ice stream, regardless of the parameter that is being varied. Again, there is more variability in

the response of Mackenzie ice stream, but there is no clear trend towards shorter surge cycles for a higher frequency forcing

(Fig. 10, right panel). A potential reason for this increased variability is the absence of a well-defined subglacial trough in the305

Mackenzie region of the ice sheet.

Several studies have shown that ice-sheet surges can be phase locked (e.g. Calov et al., 2002; Kaspi et al., 2004; Mann et al.,

2021). Phase locking refers to the observation that two weakly coupled autonomous oscillators with different natural frequen-

cies can synchronise if they both are exposed to an external forcing that is strong enough to overcome the natural frequency of

the two oscillators (Kaspi et al., 2004). In the present case, the two oscillators are the ice sheets and the climate system coupled310

through the boundary forcing. Phase locking has been used to explain the occurrence of ice-sheet surges during cold stadials of

DO cycles, suggesting that a common climate trigger is determining the timing of ice-sheet surges (Kaspi et al., 2004; Mann

et al., 2021). In our simulations, we do not observe a phase locking between the boundary forcing and surge activity, regardless

of the parameter and forcing frequency (Fig. 10). Instead, both surge regions seem to be unaffected by the boundary forcing

and continue oscillating at their natural frequency. This indicates that the climate signal present in the cyclic forcing from the315

MIS3 simulation is insufficient to cause phase locking. A potential explanation for the lack of phase locking is the inability

of the ESM, from which the climate forcing for the presented simulations was taken, to produce DO-like climate oscillations.

This means that shorter frequency oscillations like the 1,500 year long DO cycle are not included. It also suggests that the

forcing magnitude is most likely underestimated because it only consists of the climate feedback signal induced by ice-sheet

surges, but lacks the component of the DO events.320

3.5 Telecommunication between surge regions

Phase locking has also been used to explain synchronised ice-sheet surges either from different locations of the Laurentide ice

sheet or from different northern hemispheric ice sheets (Calov et al., 2002; Kaspi et al., 2004). In this section, we investigate

how strong the coupling between the two surge regions is and how large of an effect surges of Mackenzie ice stream have
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Figure 10. Similar to Fig. 3 but for Hudson (left) and Mackenzie (right) ice stream. The panel show response to (a,b) constant and cyclic

forcing, (c,d) different SMB forcing frequencies, and (e,f) different glacial isostatic adjustment frequencies. The dashed vertical lines indicate

when surge should occur according to the derived forcing. Numbers in parentheses in the legends indicate forcing frequency.

on surge characteristics of the Hudson ice stream and vice versa. To do this, we perform additional simulations in which we325

use constant boundary forcing similar to Ctrl, but artificially suppress surging in one of the two surge regions. Surges are

suppressed by applying a negative geothermal heatflux that keeps the ice-sheet base well below pressure melting point (Ctrl-

FrozHud, CtrlFrozMac).

The surge regions are dynamically connected because they share a common ice divide. The position of the divide marks the

highest point of the Laurentide ice sheet and also marks the boundary of the drainage basins of Mackenzie and Hudson ice330

stream. In Ctrl, the divide migrates by ∼200 km over a time span of ∼1,500 years between surge events. During an ice sheet

surge, the dynamic thinning that accompanies the increase in ice discharge results in a migration of the ice divide and a grow-

ing of the drainage basin area. On a much smaller scale, this has also been modelled for Antarctic ice rises (e.g. Schannwell

et al., 2019). However, the long-time mean position of the divide remains unchanged (Fig. 11). This means that the average
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drainage basin area of the surge regions does not change and, hence, changes in surge characteristics are not to be expected. In335

CtrlFrozHud and CtrlFrozMac the ice stream that remains active experiences a lasting increase in drainage basin size. In both

simulations, the divide migrates by ∼400 km into the drainage basin of the inactive region. The larger drainage basin offers

the potential for a change in surge characteristics because it allows for more accessible ice volume that potentially could be

mobilised during a surge event. This leads to a change in surge behaviour for the Hudson ice stream, but there is little change

for the Mackenzie ice stream, despite a similar increase in drainage basin area. The reason for the different response is that the340

added drainage basin area is never activated in subsequent surges of the Mackenzie ice stream. This is due to the fact that the

added drainage basin area for Mackenzie ice stream remains well below pressure melting point during the subsequent surge

events. In contrast, the Hudson ice stream surges now propagate much further upstream, which switches the single-peaked

surge regime to a double-peaked surge regime (Fig. 11a), also observed in the Geo+ simulation. The double-peaked surges are

characterised by surges from two different branches of the ice stream (see B1 and B3 in Fig. 1). In between the ice discharge345

maxima, elevated ice velocities and ice discharge are maintained. Only when the second branch starts to surge does the other

ice stream cease to exist. These results show that the drainage basin size is an indicator for the potential magnitude of ice

discharge, but only under the assumption that the added ice volume is actually activated during surges.

The position of the main ice divide of the Laurentide ice sheet has also implications for the atmospheric circulation, which is

not considered in our model system. Because it marks the highest point of the ice sheet, it provides a barrier for atmospheric350

flow. It has been shown in previous studies using ice-sheet reconstructions that different ice sheet heights strongly affect the

climate response (e.g. Ullman et al., 2014; Bakker et al., 2020; Kapsch et al., 2022). Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that

ice divide migration of several hundred kilometer east or west is likely to affect the climate response.

As suggested by some proxy data (e.g. Grousset et al., 2000) and simulated in simple box models (Kaspi et al., 2004), synchro-

nisation of surge events from different ice sheets or different regions of the same ice sheet can occur through phase locking.355

With our standard setup employed here, synchronised surges cannot be reproduced through phase locking. However, as both

surge regions are sensitive to different boundary forcings, it is possible to simulate synchronised surge events with our model

setup under certain climate conditions. In Geo- for Mackenzie ice stream and St+ for Hudson ice stream, the surge cycle length

is almost identical (Fig. 12a). The perturbation to the climate forcing to achieve this synchronicity are within a realistic range,

considering the uncertainties of certain parameters (e.g. geothermal heatflux) in the model setup. The scenario of synchronised360

surges from the Laurentide ice sheet has important implications for the global climate response as more meltwater is added

simultaneously at multiple geographic locations to the ocean. The importance of the amount of added freshwater and the loca-

tion of the freshwater input for the global ocean response has been highlighted by a variety of freshwater hosing experiments

(e.g. Maier-Reimer and Mikolajewicz, 1989; Schiller et al., 1997; Stouffer et al., 2006; Smith and Gregory, 2009; Lohmann

et al., 2020).365
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Figure 11. Differences induced by artificially suppressing surge events in one of the surge regions. Upper panel (a,b) shows timeseries of ice

flux through the flux gates (Fig. 1). Lower panel (c,d) shows temporal evolution of ice divide position (Fig. 1).

Figure 12. Timeseries of the ice flux through the flux gate (Fig. 1) for Hudson and Mackenzie ice stream showing (a) equal surge interval

and (b) synchronous surges.
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4 Conclusions

Our simulations identify the SMB as the most important driver controlling the surge cycle length of Heinrich-type ice sheet

surges (Fig. 8), confirming earlier findings from the ISMIP HEINO experiments with highly idealised geometries and simpler

ice mechanical models (Calov et al., 2010). While geothermal heatflux and surface temperature also influence the surge cycle

length, albeit to a smaller extent, ocean and sea-level forcing as well as different forcing frequencies play a negligible role.370

This is in contrast to findings from earlier studies (Calov et al., 2002; Alvarez-Solas et al., 2013; Bassis et al., 2017). The

likely reasons for the insensitivity of Hudson ice stream to warmer ocean temperatures is that in our simulations Hudson ice

stream never forms an extensive ice shelf that could provide a stabilising force. We also show that the modelled land and

marine-terminating glaciers exhibit different surge initiation behaviour that is similar to the surge initiation behaviour from

present-day land and marine-terminating glaciers in Svalbard (Sevestre et al., 2018). For the marine-terminating Hudson ice375

stream, which is in contact with warmer ocean water, the surge is initiated at the ice stream front and propagates upstream, while

for the land-terminating Mackenzie ice stream surge initiation occurs further upstream and the wave propagates downstream.

Both regions are affected by surges of the other region through the migration of the ice divide that their drainage basins share.

However, the increase in drainage basin size only leads to a change in surge behaviour towards double-peaked events for the

Hudson ice stream. Even though the peak ice discharge does not change, the length of the surge is extended, leading to a380

higher ice volume loss for each surge event. The surge behaviour remains unchanged for the Mackenzie ice stream because the

additional available ice volume is not activated during the surges. Synchronised surges from the Mackenzie and Hudson ice

stream cannot be modelled under the control boundary forcing, but are possible under certain boundary forcing combinations

e.g. Smb+ for Hudson and Geo- for Mackenzie ice stream.

The simulations also highlight that Mackenzie ice stream is close to a parameter regime under which ice-sheet oscillations385

cannot be maintained. The dynamical switch from oscillations to persistent ice streaming can result in a volume loss of up to

15% and 26% in comparison to constant climate conditions for Mackenzie and Hudson ice stream, respectively. If both regions

enter the ice streaming parameter space at a similar time, an additional 5.1 m of sea-level equivalent could be added to the

global ocean. The extreme sensitivity of Mackenzie ice stream to any positive climate perturbation underlines the potential

of Mackenzie ice stream to have contributed to prominent abrupt climate change events during glacial-interglacial transitions,390

such as the Younger Dryas cold period.
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Figure A1. (a) Mean SMB field for one cycle of the idealised forcing. (b) Difference in SMB before and after a surge event for one cycle of

the idealised forcing. Cyan and purple dashed boxes in (a) show Mackenzie and Hudson area respectively.
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Figure A2. Timeseries of ice flux through the flux gate (Fig. 1) for ocean perturbation for Hudson ice stream.
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